
 

     YE YING – LE PROMENEUR D’OISEAU (THE NIGHTINGALE) is a Third Quarter 

2017 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage 

United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review 

of that outstanding family feature film dvd. 

18 of a possible 20 points                                                 ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

China   2013   color   101 minutes   subtitled live action feature dramedy in 

Mandarin   Stellar Mega Films / En Vision Films / Pan Eurasia Films / Kinology / 

China Film Co-Production Corporation / Centre National de la Cinematographie 

Film Producers: Ning Ning, Hong Qin, Paul Delbecq, Steve René 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

         (j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2           Direction: Philippe Muyl* 

1           Editing: Manuel De Sousa and Kako Kelber 

2           Cinematography: Sun Ming* 

2           Lighting 

             Special Visual Effects: Celine Goriot and Nicolas Chavigny 

2           Screenplay: Philippe Muyl and Ning Ning, adapted by Cong Xiao 

2           Music: Anne-Sophie Versnaeyen, Armand Amar*, Laurent Couson 

             Orchestrations: Hugo Gonzalez-Pioli* 

2           Production Design: Nikos Meletopoulos* and Li Wen Bo* 



             Costume Design: Wang Ling 

2           Sound: Yves Osmu*, Jérôme Coic, Patrice Grisolet, Dominique Gaboreau* 

2           Acting 

1           Creativity 

18 total points 

 

Cast: Bao Tian Li* (Zhu Zhi Gen, Grandfather), Xiao Ran Li*  

(Ren Quan Ying, Mother), Hao Qin* (Zhu Ching Yi, Father), Xin Yi Yang (j)*  

(Ren Xing, Daughter and Granddaughter), Li Ruiying (Dance Teacher), 

Huan Huan Wei (Ching Yi’s secretary), Jie Liu (Old Man in the Park), 

Jian Lan Shi (Lan, housemaid), Zong Shun Yao (Li Feng Shu), Ni Suo* 

(Activity Leader at Ren’s Birthday Party), Yue Hai Huang (Bus Driver), 

Jun Neng Liang (Peasant), Jin Li Wu (Fisherman), Pen Lian Yang (A Lang), 

Jin Huo Yang (Mei Jiang), Xian Hua Wu (Wife of Mei Jiang), Peng Yu Cui (j)* 

(Xiao Mei), Jun Jiang Chen (Jin Xiang), Jun Lun Yang (A Ben), Jia Bin Li 

(Liao Yi Wu), Li Fang He (Young Woman), Shan Liang (Saleswoman in Yang Shuo) 

, Xiang Wu Luo (j)* (Small Boy with Bird), Li Ji (Birdseller), others 

 

     Remaking his earlier French film from 2002 titled LE PAPILLON  

(THE BUTTERFLY), Philippe Muyl reset the tale in China, converted the cranky 

senior neighbor of the 2002 original into doting grandfather, and altered the 

inquisitive daughter of his French production to a cunning, overindulged 

granddaughter. 

     Ren Xing is celebrating her eighth birthday as the film opens in Beijing. Her 

father is a famed architect. Mom’s a fashion consultant with French 

connections. Neither parent is at home much, leaving Ren Xing frequently in the 

care of housemaid Lan. 

     Four years earlier, Ren Xing had wandered away from grandfather Zhu Zhi 

Gen at a crowded bird market. Though the four-year-old had been safely 

recovered by parent searchers, Ren Xing’s father, Zhu Ching Li, accused Zhi Gen 

of negligence. He therefore kept the girl away from Grandfather during the next 

four years. Ren Quan Ying, Ching Li’s wife, repeatedly tried to mediate between   



stubborn males. To little avail. The best she could manage was to bring Ren Xing 

birthday presents carved from wood by the child’s grandfather. 

     Showing up at the party, but staying out of Ching Li’s sight, Zhi Gen passes his 

most recent gift to Ren Quan Ying, adding he would like to visit sometime soon 

with his granddaughter. His hopes are dashed by her response. Ching Li would 

never approve. 

     However, an overworked parent soon finds herself in a quandary. 

Thoughtlessly promising her boss to make an emergency plane trip to Paris in 

order to pacify a client, Ren Quan Ying assumes erroneously she can rely on 

housemaid Lan to supervise Ren Xing while she’s away. Lan reminds her she, 

too, will be out of the city during that period. At her son’s wedding. A situation 

she had informed her employer about weeks earlier.  

     With Ching Li scheduled to be traveling to Hong Kong and Tokyo visiting 

clients of his own, who will look after Ren Xing? 

     Good old pariah Grandfather. He’s the only viable alternative. Without 

consulting Ching Li, his wife bustles her daughter off to Zhi Gen. So a severely 

mismatched duo journeys back to the patriarch’s rural ancestral village. What a 

radical change of pace and scenery for the city girl.  

     One she doesn’t desire at all. To make her unhappiness with the arrangement 

crystal clear, Ren Xing pouts. She refuses to respond to Grandfather’s questions, 

hides his shoes in a train’s restroom while the old man sleeps, demands he 

trade bunks with her. Generally making a tyrannical nuisance of herself.   

     Grandfather’s unfazed, continuing to dote on her anyway. After all, Ren Xing 

is his only granddaughter. He can’t trade her for another in the marketplace. He 

will just have to make the best of a bad deal. 

     It eventually occurs to Ren Xing she can’t alter their blood relationship either, 

no matter how she deplores it. Once that thought takes hold, the girl discovers 

the Chinese countryside offers her a wealth of new experiences. There are 

grasshoppers to hold, rivers to splash in, unfamiliar birdcalls to identify, caves 

and campfires for shelter and cooking exigencies, bombarding mosquitoes, bus 

breakdowns, thousand-year-old trees to explore. She wouldn’t encounter any of 

these back home. 



     Over time, Ren Quan Ying finds out her two odd couple travelers are not 

where they’re supposed to be. She’s deeply concerned about their safety, 

unsure of whether the pair is lost or just vacationing wherever they please. 

     When Ching Yi’s plans are altered, he returns to Beijing unexpectedly. 

Compelling his wife to confess her secret. Which causes a rift between spouses.  

     Ching Yi is thrown into panic. The last person he wants as Ren Xing’s partner 

has temporary custody indefinitely.  

     At least he knows their ultimate destination. So the master architect will just 

have to absent himself briefly from work and find the two wayfarers himself. 

     Coming at last to his former home village, Zhu Zhi Gen plans to make good on 

a vow to free the nightingale he has brought from Beijing. He hopes to let it fly 

away into the fields and woods once so greatly cherished by his wife and 

himself. The old man brings Ren Xing to the house where her grandparents once 

lived, not identifying it as such until after they leave for an inn. Showing her 

family roots, tying the girl to the past and tradition.  

     While in that community, his granddaughter meets counterparts to play and 

work with, forming her own bonds with locals. Several days of bucolic 

adventuring make her reluctant to leave. She sabotages Grandfather’s plan to 

send her back to Beijing with a hometown sailor, hiding out in the branches of a 

sprawling tree surviving uncut from ancient times.  

     Then disaster strikes. The Beijing nightingale, eighteen years old, dies in its 

cage. A dead bird can’t be liberated by Grandfather. Ren Xing must locate a 

replacement before Zhu Zhi Gen finds out what has occurred.  

     Can she? What will her father do and say when he arrives? Does the story 

have a happy conclusion? 

     Hint: YE YING – LE PROMENEUR D’OISEAU is correctly marketed as a family 

film. 

     The quartet of leads are all thoroughly immersed in their roles, delivering 

praiseworthy performances. Bao Tian Li is a cinema veteran. It shows in his 

ability to milk silences themselves for support. He’s not averse to taking his time 

with words. Quite appropriately, considering his character’s age and origins. His 

calm, measured approach evidently influenced the acting of screen daughter-in-

law and son. For they also eschew histrionic extremes, maintaining calm, 



subdued tones even in scenes where usually exclamatory punctuation would be 

utilized.  

     Devoid of profanity, double entendres, cynical quips, fights, chase scenes, 

and sophomoric toilet humor, Muyl’s film is grounded on a refreshingly 

straightforward screenplay. It excludes complications like flashbacks and 

multiple narrative threads. Chronological sequence is preserved throughout, 

making it easy for young audiences to follow the plot. Adults are depicted 

honestly, their fears, habits, and dialogues frankly exhibited and expressed. 

Something all too rare in contemporary family films. 

     A pleasantly subdued score, frequent impressive widescreen compositions, 

and nuanced, uncluttered sonics add to the charming atmosphere of a true 

rarity: a remake surpassing its predecessor in quality.  

     Edits are sometimes too dawdling, yet that very leisureliness insures viewers 

more time to investigate abundant interior and exterior details available in 

scene after scene. Overall production design does an exemplary job of 

showcasing both traditional and modern settings, recalling the jumble of old 

and new in a China hurtling from peasant state to world power in a single 

generation. 

     YE YING – LE PROMENEUR D’OISEAU (THE NIGHTINGALE) is an ideal family 

film rewarding any viewer ages eight or older able to read subtitles with 

fluency. Most dvd bonus features are skipable. Two worth screening are a two-

minute theatrical trailer compactly conveying the tone and moods of Muyl’s 

release and The Cast, Part 3, which lets young Xin Yi Yang express her exuberant 

personality fully and introduces her mother.  

     Here are timings for six Behind the Scenes bonus featurettes: 

Cinematography – 1½ minutes 

The Cast – 1¾ minutes (focus is on Bao tian Li and Hao Qin) 

The Cast, Part 2 – 1¾ minutes (focus is on Xiao Ran Li) 

The Cast, Part 3 – 2 minutes (focus is on Xin Yi Yang) 

The Director – 2 minutes 

The Director, Part 2 – 1¾ minutes 

        

 



 

  

  

  

  

     


